This paper develops a mathematical theory for predicting force annihilation from initial conditions without explicitly computing force-level trajectories for deterministic Lanchester-type "square-law" attrition equations for combat between two homogeneous forces with temporal variations in fire effectiveness (as 
even though combat between two opposing military forces is a far more complex [9] random process. The classic Lanchester theory of combat ( see DOLANSKY ) considered constant attrition-rate coefficients. New operations research techniques for forecasting temporal variations in fire effectiveness (caused by, for example, changes in force separation, combatant postures, target acquisition rates, firing rates, etc.) have generated interest in variable-coefficient combat formulations. Unfortunately, the resultant differential equations are not well studied.
In this paper we present a mathematical theory for predicting battle outcome from initial conditions without explicitly computing force-level trajectories for variable coefficient Lanchester-type equations of modern warfare for combat between two homogeneous forces ( see Note 1) . The determination of conditions on initial values that predict (in the sense of necessary and/or sufficient conditions) force annihilation in such Lanchester-type combat leads to some new mathematical problems in the theory of ordinary differential equations. This force annihilation problem may be viewed as either a problem of determining the asymptotic behavior of the solution (depending on given initial conditions) or a problem of determining the range of the quotient of two linearly [25] independent solutions to, for example, the X force-level equation ( 
with initial conditions
where t = denotes the time at which the battle begins, x(t) (a) both [27] sides use aimed fire and target acquisition times are constant ( see Weiss
or (b) both sides use area fire and a constant density defense ( see BRACKNEY
.
Other forms of Lanchester-type equations appear in the literature, but we will not consider these From (1) Lanchester deduced his classic square law b( X 2-x2(t)) = a(y2-y2(t)).
Consider now a battle terminated by either force level reaching a given "breakpoint" [{l-(f^P ) 2 }/{l-(f|
which for a f ight-to-the-f inish becomes the classic result Y wins f ight-to-the-f inish » x. < /a/b y .
Since, unfortunately, no relationship similar to (3) holds in general for variable attrition-rate coefficients, we observe that (4) may also be obtained from the time history of the X force level
BP via determining the time for X to reach his breakpoint (i.e. x(t=t v ) = x DT) )
BP BP and requiring t_ < tL. . The key result for obtaining (7) is that one of the two linearly independence solutions to the X force-level equation d 2 x/dt 2 -abx = is the reciprocal of the other. For a f ight-to-the-f inish (7) becomes tJJ = {l/(2v^b)}Jln({y^7b + x }/{y^7 b-x }), (8) where t denotes the time to annihilate the X force. We observe that (5) is an A immediate consequence of (8) .
In many applications ( see Section 3 below) , one is interested in whether the battle will be terminated within a given time t . In this case x" < /a/by is a g J necessary condition for X to be annihilated and annihilation occurs when t £ t . X g Thus, determination of whether force annihilation will occur within a given time involve consulting a tabulation of a transcendental function, here the natural logarithm ( see also (10) below). Similar results hold for other fixed force-level breakpoints.
The time history of the X force level may also be written as x(t) = x n cosh v^ab t -y /a/b sinh /ab t . (9) [251 Taylor and Brown take (9) as their point of departure for a mathematical theory for solving variable-coefficient formulations. (7) does not follow directly from (9), but (5) does via x(t=t ) = and -1.
since the range of the hyperbolic tangent is [0, 1] for nonnegative arguments. Taylor and Brown ).
Thus, we consider
where a(t) and b(t) denote time-dependent Lanchester attrition-rate coefficients. Without loss of generality, we may take a(t) k g (t) and b(t) = k, h(t) , where g(t) and h(t) denote time-varying factors such that a(t)/b(t) = k /lc = constant for g(t) = h(t). We will also refer to (11) as the equations for a square-law attritions process , since an "instantaneous" square law holds even when a(t)/b(t) is not f 261
constant ( see TAYLOR and PARRY 1 J ; also references 21, 22, and 24) .
A large class of combat situations of interest can be modelled with the following attrition-rate coefficients ( see reference 4)
where A,C^0. We will refer to these coefficients as general power attrition-rate [25] coefficients . The modelling roles of A and C are discussed in Taylor and Brown.
We will refer to C as the starting parameter , since it allows us to model (with y,v^0) battles which begin within the maximum effective ranges of the two systems.
We will refer to A as the offset parameter , since it allows us to model (again, with y,v £ 0) battles between weapon systems with different effective ranges. For example, let us consider Bonder's constant-speed attack on a static defensive position ( see also references 22 and 25) . Then we have
where u,v^and R denotes the maximum effective range of Y's weapon system (i.e. a(r) = for r > R ), and these parameters are given by (we assume that ( see Note 7) on the t-axis for the X forcelevel equation
By assumption, then, a(t) and b(t) are positive continuous functions V t > t,,.
Both E x (t) and E x^t^s atisfy (17) . Since they are a fundamental system of solutions, we may use them to construct all solutions to (17). Thus, the solution to to (17) which satisfies the initial conditions (2) is given by
and from (11) we obtain
where we have made use of the easily verifiable fact that ( see reference 25) 
Vt. (20) Without further restrictions on a(t) and b(t), the systems (15) and (16) might (15) and (16) A A so that they play the roles of a decaying exponential and an increasing exponential, respectively, in the solution (18) to the variable-coefficient X force-level equation (17) [whence our notation of E and E ] . We recall the constant-coefficient result X X (6) and its consequence (5) obtained using lim exp(-/ab t) = and exp(-/ab t) > 0. Ey and E".
Considering (16), we see that we should choose E and E to remain positive for all t so that by (16) they continuously decrease. Furthermore, we will be able to specify such behavior for E and E by our selection of the parameter A I Q in the initial conditions for (16) .
The solution E (t) , E (t) to (16) (22) holds as the auxiliary parity-condition problem . Unless explicitly stated otherwise, for convenience we will denote, for example, E (t;Q*) as E (t) . X X Comment 1 : For a constant ratio of attrition-rate coefficients, i.e. a(t) = k a h(t), and
, (23 where h(t) denotes the common time-varying factor of the two coefficients, it readily follows from the results given in references 4 and 20 that Q* = 1 and 10 E*(t) = E^(t) = exp{ip(t)}, and E x (t) = E^(t) = exp{-^(t)}, (24) where ip(t) = /k le h(s)ds 
The determination of Q* will be slightly simplified for general power attritionrate coefficients (12) by considering a modified auxiliary parity-condition problem.
For this purpose we introduce the new independent variable (27) transforms (15) 
[ 12] is the invariant of the normal form (31) and t = t(s) by (27) .
The parameter K will be chosen to simplify the form of I(s). In our later work the equation (31) will be easier to analyze than (17) .
We will refer to the problem of determining Z* = Z*(a( t) ,b ( where by (20) and (28) e*(s)e~(s) +e
From our choice of Q* such that (21) and (22) hold, we can immediately infer the behavior of the solution (18) to (11) (25) and (26)). We have then THEOREM 3': Consider combat between two homogeneous forces described by (11) .
Assume that (11) applies for all time and that Y "wins" when Motivated by the result for a constant ratio of attrition-rate coefficients (23) that n(t) = exp{2ij>(t)}, we use the following notation for the n(t) of the X forcelevel equation
with E" (t) being similarly defined. Assuming that (38) holds, we see from (18) that 
Considering the above developments, one may show that except when (23) Let us therefore define
The functions T (t) and T v (t) are analogous to the hyperbolic tangent, to which they reduce for a constant ratio of attrition-rate coefficients. Considering (25) and equation (16) 
Hence,
is a strictly increasing function, and its inverse T is well defined. A X Let us now establish an upper bound for T (t). By (26) and (42), we have
whence it follows that for t^t_ * T(t) < 1/Q*, with lim T(t) = 1/Q*.
3.
To determine t such that x(t ) =0, we write the solution to (17) which 
We observe that by (26) Let us now apply the above general theory to (11) with the general power attritionrate coefficients (12) . We observe that in this case t n = -C, where C^0. In order that Condition (A) holds we must have u,v > -1.
As we have seen in Section 4, our theory of force-annihilation prediction depends on knowing Q*, the solution to the auxiliary parity-condition problem. For the power attrition-rate coefficients (12), it is more convenient, however, to determine Q* via the modified auxiliary parity-condition problem (30) ( see also (34) ). Hence, we apply the transformations (27) and (28) For u,v > -1, we have < p, q < 1.
After we have solved the above modified auxiliary parity-condition problem (i.e. determined Z = Z* for (46) such that (34) holds) , we have all the information required to determine without explicitly computing the entire force-level trajectories whether or not force annihilation occurs in battles modelled with (12) . We may apply Theorem 3 via (28) (possibly using (26) (11) and (12) THEOREM 4: Consider combat between two homogeneous forces described by (11) with attrition-rate coefficients (12) The following two lemmas will be used to obtain an upper bound for Z* (y,y,v) for u,v > -1. 
the latter inequality being a consequence of Lemma 1. From (30) we obtain e^s) > z*-2
Using (57) and considering the first equation of (46), we obtain e (s;Z*) < U(s;Z*)> where
Since we must have < e~(s;Z*) < U(s;Z*) for all s £ 0, it follows that for s = 1 A we must have U(s=i;Z*) > 0, whence follows the theorem for v £ 1. Lemma 2 and similar arguments are used to prove the theorem for -1 < v £ 1.
Q .E .D .
Let us now consider the development of a lower bound for Z*(y > 0,u,v). Before proving the key lemma (Lemma 3) for the proof of Theorem 6, we discuss some preliminary 
with initial condition u(s=0) = 1/Z. We observe that u(s f 
Corresponding to Z = Z* = Z*(y=0,y,v), we have via (49) and (50) w Let us observe that w(x ) > w*(t,) w(x ;Z*) =» we have w(x) > w*(x) V x^and w(x_) = + 00 for some finite i > x. , since D = w -w* o satisfies dD/dx = x (w+w*)D. Consequently, w(x;Z) corresponds to Z < Z* and w(x;Z) becomes infinite at some finite time ( see equations (49) and (50)). We now state and prove the key lemma for developing a lower bound for Z*
24
LEMMA 3: Let w*(t) be given by (61) and let u(t) = u(t;Z) satisfy 
PROOF:
Consider D = u-w. It satisfies for x £ x n via (59) and (60) Letting x, = T_, we obtain Let us observe that for 3 > 0, the lower bound given in Corollary 6.1 is weaker than that in Theorem 6.
9.
Future Computational Work .
As we have seen above in Section 4, force-annihilation prediction depends on knowing the parity-condition parameter Q*, which may be called "the Y equivalent of an X force of unit strength." We have explicitly determined Q* (via determining Z* for the modified auxiliary parity-condition problem (46)) for the power attritionrate coefficients (12) Then, the force ratio u = x/y satisfies the generalized Riccati equation
For equal effectivenesses of the supporting fires [i.e. a(t) = 0(t)], equation (63) simplifies to du/dt = b(t)u 2 -a(t), (64) which is the same Riccati equation satisifed by the force ratio for the model (11).
Hence, when a(t) = 3(t) V t iO, a battle's outcome (in terms of the force ratio)
is the same for the two models (11) and (62) We have presented a mathematical theory for predicting force annihilation for variable-coefficient Lanchester-type equations of "modern warfare" for combat between two homogeneous forces without explicitly computing force-level trajectories ( see [25] Note 12 We have shown that force annihilation can be predicted from initial conditions, without explicitly computing force-level trajectories, by knowing a parity-condition parameter Q*, which is the solution to a canonical auxiliary parity-condition problem.
In general, this prediction would be facilitated by having tabulations of certain Recalling our development of (7), we see that, except for the special case in which (23) holds, this same approach fails to yield the time for X to reach his breakpoint BP BP (assumed to be positive) [i.e. t such that x(t=t ) = x^p > 0] . Consequently, it is apparently impossible to predict in the manner described in the main text the outcome of a fixed force-level breakpoint battle with positive breakpoints unless (23) holds.
10.
For the case of power attrition-rate coefficients with no offset (i.e. A = in (12)), the second annihilation condition given in Theorem 4 (i.e. the one for C = 0) and an equivalent form of the first (i.e. the one for C^0) may be developed by inspection when one expresses, for example, the time history of the X force level (which satisfies (17) [91
12.
In his well-known survey paper on the Lanchester theory of combat, Dolansky suggested the development of outcome-predicting relations without solving in detail as one of several problems for future research.
